Acquired lymphedema is a cancer sequela and a global health problem currently lacking pharmacologic therapy. We have previously demonstrated that ketoprofen, an anti-inflammatory agent with dual 5-lipoxygenase and cyclooxygenase inhibitory properties, effectively reverses histopathology in experimental lymphedema. We show that the therapeutic benefit of ketoprofen is specifically attributable to its inhibition of the 5-lipoxygenase metabolite leukotriene B4 (LTB4). LTB4 antagonism reversed edema, improved lymphatic function, and restored lymphatic architecture in the murine tail model of lymphedema. In vitro, LTB4 was functionally bimodal: Lower LTB4 concentrations promoted human lymphatic endothelial cell sprouting and growth, but higher concentrations inhibited lymphangiogenesis and induced apoptosis. During lymphedema progression, lymphatic fluid LTB4 concentrations rose from initial prolymphangiogenic concentrations into an antilymphangiogenic range. LTB4 biosynthesis was similarly elevated in lymphedema patients. Low concentrations of LTB4 stimulated, whereas high concentrations of LTB4 inhibited, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 3 and Notch pathways in cultured human lymphatic endothelial cells. Lymphatic-specific Notch1+/− mice were refractory to the beneficial effects of LTB4 antagonism, suggesting that LTB4 suppression of Notch signaling is an important mechanism in disease maintenance. In summary, we found that LTB4 was harmful to lymphatic repair at the concentrations observed in established disease. Our findings suggest that LTB4 is a promising drug target for the treatment of acquired lymphedema.
RESULTS
Ketoprofen efficacy in a preclinical model of lymphedema can be attributed to its inhibition of LTβ4
Whereas sham surgery (sham), which involves tail skin incision only, does not cause tail lymphedema, lymphatic ablation surgery (lymphatic surgery) leads to progressive tail swelling and associated structural alterations (Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S1). Lymphedema in this model is characterized by a disease progression phase during the first 2 weeks with minimal resolution over the subsequent weeks (Fig. 1B). To help determine whether ketoprofen’s therapeutic effects in lymphedema depended on its ability to inhibit COX and/or 5-LO pathways of arachidonate metabolism, we used pharmacologic agents that block COX (ibuprofen), 5-LO (zileuton), CysLT1 (montelukast), LTA4H (bestatin), and the LTβ4 receptor BLT1 (Ly293111 and lentiviral shLTβr1) (Fig. 1C). Although ibuprofen and montelukast were ineffective, therapies that decreased the biosynthesis of LTβ4 (ketoprofen, zileuton, and bestatin) or its signaling via the high-affinity receptor BLT1 (Ly293111 and shLTβr1) effectively reversed tail edema, dermal/epidermal thickening, and lymphatic dilation (Fig. 1, D to M, and fig. S2). These results demonstrate that the efficacy of ketoprofen for the treatment of lymphedema is likely attributable to its inhibitory effects on LTβ4 signaling.

LTβ4 antagonism leads to improved tail anatomy, better lymphatic clearance, diminished tissue inflammation, and improved blood vessel integrity
To evaluate the effects of LTβ4 antagonism on mouse tail lymphatic anatomy and function, we compared bestatin-treated groups with both saline-treated lymphatic ablation surgery controls and sham surgery controls. Relative to saline-treated animals, bestatin therapy conferred a relatively thinner dermis and epidermis while better preserving the epidermal/dermal junction (Fig. 2A). Fluorescence microlymphangiography of mice with red fluorescence tied to the expression of the LEC marker Prox1 (Prox1-Cre-ERT2-tdTomato mice) revealed dilated and poorly draining lymphatics in the diseased reporter mice, which were effectively restored by bestatin treatment (Fig. 2B). We further quantified the lymphatic function using a novel technology integrating a NIR imaging system with a controlled pressure cuff to modulate lymph flow (11, 12). In the bestatin-treated mice, NIR identified lymph flow successfully passed beyond the surgical wound and filled the proximal lymphatic collectors, whereas minimal NIR transportation was seen in the saline-treated lymphedema animals (Fig. 2, C and D, and movies S1 to S3). Extravasation of Evans Blue dye proximal to the wound indicated increased permeability of the lymphatics in the saline-treated group, which was attenuated by bestatin therapy (Fig. 2E). These results corroborate the microlymphangiography data and support the restorative effects of bestatin therapy after injury. Bestatin treatment also resulted in diminished macrophage and neutrophil infiltration within the tail skin evaluated 24 days after lymphatic ablation (fig. S3, A and B). Bestatin treatment reduced the concentrations of interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-4, IL-13, and IL-17A similar to control values but significantly elevated IL-10 above saline-treated mice with lymphedema (fig. S3C). Macrophage depletion with clodronate, despite delaying lymphedema, was not sufficient to reverse the disease at day 24 (fig. S4). Consistent with the documented protective effects of bestatin on vascular endothelium (13), microvascular leakage was also attenuated by treatment of this drug (fig. S5).

LTβ4 exhibits concentration-dependent effects on HLEC lymphangiogenesis and survival
Because the effects of LTβ4 on the structure and function of lymphatic circulation have not been previously investigated, we assessed how this eicosanoid affected HLECs in several in vitro and in vivo lymphangiogenesis assays. LTβ4 exhibited bimodal effects on network formation, fibrin gel sprouting, and three-dimensional (3D) spheroid sprouting assays (Fig. 3, A to E). Lower LTβ4 concentrations in the 1 to 10 nM range were prolymphangiogenic with enhanced network length after 12 hours (Fig. 3B), and more and longer lymphatic protrusions in the fibrin gel and spheroid assays were observed after 3 days of culture (Fig. 3, C to E). Higher LTβ4 concentrations in the 200 to 400 nM range were antilymphangiogenic and induced HLEC death, which can readily be seen in the fibrin gel and spheroid assays (Fig. 3A). The deleterious effects of HLECs cultured under the 200 to 400 nM LTβ4 conditions directly contrast with the prolymphangiogenic effects of VEGF-C in parallel lymphangiogenesis assays (Fig. 3, F to I). Additionally, the antilymphangiogenic actions of 400 nM LTβ4 could be reversed by blocking LTβ4 signaling, using the BLT1 antagonist U75302 or shLTβr1 (Fig. 3, F to I, and fig. S6, A and B). By distinction, 400 nM LTC4 did not affect lymphangiogenesis, whereas the COX1/2 metabolite prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) promoted lymphangiogenesis (fig. S6, C to E). To determine the in vivo effects of high LTβ4 concentration, we used a Matrigel plug assay, using HLECs in severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice. Here, 400 nM LTβ4 attenuated lymphatic vessel formation in vivo, whereas blocking LTβ4 signaling reversed lymphedema (fig. S6F). To further test whether LTβ4 also exerted a bimodal functionality for HLEC survival, we conducted a triplex assay to gauge HLEC viability, cytotoxicity, and apoptosis and found enhanced viability in the 2 to 10 nM range of LTβ4 and increased cytotoxicity/apoptosis in the 200 to 400 nM range (Fig. 3K). Increased HLEC apoptosis at concentrations of 200 to 400 nM LTβ4 was confirmed by Western blot analysis of cleaved caspase 3 (Fig. 3L). However, although the evidence clearly indicates prolymphangiogenic effects of LTβ4 in the 2 to 10 nM range, it is unclear whether such low concentrations of LTβ4 directly cause LEC proliferation. Because the lymphatic system is characterized by distinct endothelial-cellular junctions to facilitate fluid, macromolecule, and cell transport, we evaluated the expression of various functional proteins after 400 nM LTβ4 treatment. Immunofluorescence staining for VE-cadherin revealed that this high concentration of LTβ4 damaged HLEC adherens junctions (fig. S7A). Similarly, mRNA transcripts of gap junctional proteins connexin 37, 43, and 47 were reduced in the LTβ4-treated cells (fig. S7B). Cumulatively, these results suggest that LTβ4 exhibits divergent actions that promote lymphangiogenesis at lower concentrations but impede lymphatic growth and function at higher concentrations.

LTβ4 production is elevated in preclinical and clinical lymphedema
To assess the kinetics of LTβ4 production in lymphedema, we measured LTβ4 in the mouse tail lymphatics over time (Fig. 4A). During the first 3 days after lymphatic ablation, LTβ4 concentrations were within the prolymphangiogenic range, as defined in Fig. 3. Notably, as disease progressed and intensified, LTβ4 rose into a range congruent with antilymphangiogenic concentrations. Serum LTβ4 concentrations were also elevated in the diseased mice (Fig. 4B). This trend was matched by a corresponding increase in Ltb4r1 tissue expression.
5-LO expression was prominent in macrophages and neutrophils in the lymphedematous mouse tail skin (Fig. 4D and fig. S3B). Adult patients with a spectrum of acquired and primary lymphedema were assessed, including those with upper and lower extremity edema, both related and unrelated to a cancer diagnosis. Increased LTB4 concentrations were detected in the serum of these patients, and augmented activation of 5-LO in local immune infiltrates was observed (Fig. 4, E and F, and fig. S8). Prox1-Cre-ERT2-tdTomato reporter mice demonstrated increased lymphatic endothelial LTA4H and decreased COX2 and microsomal prostaglandin E synthase-1 (mPGES-1) tissue expression (fig. S9, A to C), whereas bestatin treatment restored the expression of these enzymes. Serum PGE2 concentrations were decreased both in lymphedema mice and in patients (fig. S9D and table S1). These findings suggest that lymphedema pathology is associated with an imbalanced eicosanoid metabolism: activated LTB4 biosynthesis but diminished PGE2 production.

Blocking LTB4 during the early lymphangiogenesis period abrogates the therapeutic effect of LTB4 antagonism

It has been previously established that after lymphatic ablation, lymphangiogenesis occurs during the first 3 days after surgery; the degree to which this occurs may serve to limit the extent of lymphedema development (14). This early lymphangiogenic response corresponds to the time interval in which the amount of LTB4 in lymphatic fluid is the cross-sectional view of lymphedematous tails were created to illustrate lymphedema progression. Mice without surgery (control) or sham groups were compared to the categories subjected to lymphatic surgery; n = 8. (C) Overview of the eicosanoid pathway. Therapies, targeting different eicosanoid pathways, tested in the study were marked in blue. (D to J) Serial tail volume measurements at each time point over 24 days. Treatments targeting both 5-LO and COX1/2 (ketoprofen, n = 15) (D), 5-LO (zileuton, n = 10) (F), LTA4H (bestatin, n = 14) (H), BLT1 (Ly293111, n = 10) (I), or Ltb4r1 (local administering of lentiviral shLtb4r1, n = 6) (J) were compared with ibuprofen (inhibits COX1/2, n = 13) (E) and montelukast (antagonizes CysLT, n = 10) (G) therapies. All therapies started on postsurgical day 3. Cartoon representations in red demonstrate the eicosanoid inhibitor–treated animals after lymphatic ablation. Quantification of dermal (K) and epidermal (L) skin thickness and lymphatic area (M) in the day 24 mouse tail skin for (D) to (J); n = 5. In (B) and (D) to (M), data are presented as means and SEM; ns, not significant, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for post hoc analyses.
Fig. 2. Bestatin treatment improves tail anatomy and restores lymphatic function. (A) Representative histology of mouse tail harvested on day 24 comparing samples from sham surgery control (sham) and animals treated with saline or bestatin after lymphatic ablation surgery (lymphatic surgery). Yellow arrowheads point at lymphatic dilation. Cutaneous dimension is indicated by yellow arrows. Scale bar, 200 μm; n = 6. (B) Fluorescence dextran microlymphangiography in the Proxl-Cre-ERT2-tdTomato mouse tail. Lymphatics are genetically marked by tdTomato (red) and outlined with a white dashed line. Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-dextran is shown in green. FITC-dextran not taken up by lymphatics is indicated by a white asterisk. Scale bar, 100 μm; n = 5. (C) Representative still photographs from movies S2 and S3 captured by a near-infrared (NIR) imaging system with a controlled pressure cuff. The collecting lymphatic function was tracked by imaging the transportation of a NIR dye in the vessels. Collecting lymphatics and the surgical wound are marked. Direction of lymph flow from the distal to the proximal part of the mouse tail is indicated. Scale bar, 500 μm; n = 3. (D) Trafficking ability of collecting lymphatics as quantified by the rate of NIR packet movement; n = 3; data are presented as means and SEM, Mann-Whitney test. (E) Representative images showing extravasation of Evans Blue dye from the lymphatics distal to the wound in the saline-treated mouse tail after lymphatic surgery; n = 3.
within the prolymphangiogenic range (Figs. 3 and 4A). Thus, the effects that congenital absence of 5-LO or BLT1 would have in this model remain to be established. To address this question, we examined lymphedema in Alox5−/− and Ltb4r1−/− mice (mice with a global gene deletion of 5-LO or BLT1). Both experimental groups developed tail edema and skin lesions after lymphatic and sham surgery (Fig. 5, A and B, and fig. S10, A and B). Therefore, we hypothesized that LTB4 signaling played an important functional role in the initial lymphangiogenesis period and that blocking LTB4 during this phase was potentially deleterious, in contrast to the therapeutic effects of antagonizing LTB4 3 days after lymphatic ablation. This notion is consistent with the recent observation that blocking LTB4 with bestatin on day 1 after wounding results in significantly larger skin lesions (15, 16). To confirm a prolymphangiogenic function of LTB4 in the initial lymphangiogenesis period, local shLtb4r1 lentiviral injection, bestatin, and Ly293111 therapies were administered to the wild-type (WT) mice before sham and lymphatic surgery. None of these strategies for antagonizing LTB4 before the initial lymphangiogenesis period helped to resolve lymphatic injury (Fig. 5, C to E, and fig. S10, C to E), with dermal thickness and lymphatic dilation remaining unimproved 24 days after surgery (Fig. 5, F and G). Figure 5H and fig. S10F illustrate the marked differences in clinical outcomes based on the timing of when LTB4 signaling is abrogated (that is, before or after the initial lymphangiogenesis period). Additionally, once LTB4 concentrations climbed into the antilymphangiogenic range, blockade of LTB4 synthesis (started on day 3, day 9, or day 14) was therapeutic (fig. S10G).

To mechanistically explore why LTB4 antagonism was not protective before the initial lymphangiogenesis period, we evaluated the expression of 168 pertinent lymphangiogenic and angiogenic genes in Alox5−/− mice 1, 2, and 3 days after sham or lymphatic surgery and found significant down-regulation of key lymphangiogenic and angiogenic genes in both surgery groups (table S2). On the basis of the transcriptomic evidence of defective lymphangiogenesis in Alox5−/− mice, we studied how LTB4 antagonism affected mouse tail lymphangiogenic gene expression before and after the initial lymphangiogenesis period. In mice subjected to LTB4 antagonism before the initial lymphangiogenesis period (Alox5−/− mice and WT mice with shLtb4r1 pretx), key lymphangiogenic genes were down-regulated (Fig. 5I, decreased average fold change is highlighted in red). In mice in which LTB4 antagonism with bestatin and shLtb4r1 was started on day 3, these same genes were up-regulated (Fig. 5I, increased fold change is highlighted in green). Collectively, these data imply an important temporal aspect.

Fig. 3. LTB4 exhibits concentration-dependent effects on HLEC lymphangiogenesis and survival. (A) Representative images of HLEC network formation, fibrin gel sprouting, and 3D spheroid sprouting assays. HLECs were treated with various concentrations of LTB4: 5.0 to 10 nM LTB4 has prolymphangiogenic activity, and 200 to 400 nM is the antilymphangiogenic concentration. Scale bars, 100 or 25 μm, as indicated; n = 5. (B) to (E) Quantitative analysis of (A). (F) to (J) Quantitative analysis of HLECs subjected to VEGF-C (50 ng/ml) and 400 nM LTB4 with or without 10 μM U75302 (a BLT1 inhibitor) or lentiviral shLtb4r1 in network formation, migration, wound healing, and fibrin gel sprouting assays in fig. S6B. Lentiviral short hairpin RNA (shRNA) transduction particles targeting turbo green fluorescent protein (shGFP) were used as controls; n = 5. (J) Quantification of Matrigel plug assay in fig. S6F. Growth factor–reduced Matrigel containing HLECs pretreated with VEGF-C (50 ng/ml) and 400 nM LTB4, with or without 10 μM U75302 was injected subcutaneously into SCID mice. Lymphangiogenesis in vivo was determined as percentage of lymphatic vascular area; n = 5. (K) Analysis of HLEC viability, apoptosis, and cytotoxicity 24 hours after LTB4 culture; n = 6. (L) Western blotting of cleaved caspase 3 in HLECs; n = 3. In (B) to (J) and (L), data are presented as means and SEM; comparisons with the control groups were made using Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for post hoc analyses. In (K), mean fluorescence readings are shown.
of LTB4 signaling, underscoring the beneficial role of lower concentrations LTB4 during the early phase of lymphatic growth. By contrast, when LTB4 concentrations markedly rise during the evolution of the experimental disease, the influence of LTB4 shifts toward a deleterious role.

**LTB4 exerts concentration-dependent effects on VEGFR3 and Notch signaling**

Because the bimodal effects of LTB4 on lymphangiogenesis have not been previously reported, we next investigated the pathways putatively altered by LTB4 in HLECs. We evaluated two key pathways implicated in lymphangiogenesis: VEGFR3 and Notch (17). At low concentrations (5 to 10 nM), LTB4 increased the mRNA and protein expression and phosphorylation of VEGFR3 and VEGFR2. By contrast, high concentrations of LTB4 (200 to 400 nM) inhibited these parameters (Fig. 6, A to C, and fig. S11). Injection of adenovirus-overexpressing 5-LO (Ad5-LO) to the WT mouse tail resulted in impaired lymphatic drainage, excessive lymphatic sprouting, and microvascular leakage that were commonly associated with nonproductive lymphangiogenesis in lymphedema (fig. S12). These results collectively demonstrate that, similar to its effects on lymphangiogenesis itself, LTB4 exerts bimodal actions on lymphatic VEGFR3 and VEGFR2 signaling. We then examined whether LTB4 exerted a similar concentration-dependent regulation of the Notch pathway using a CSLx6 reporter assay (18) and showed diminished luciferase activity only at higher LTB4 concentrations (200 to 400 nM) (Fig. 6D). LTB4 inhibition of Notch signaling was abrogated by pretreatment of BLT1 shRNA and was reversed by the addition of Dll4 (a Notch ligand), indicating that LTB4 inhibited Notch signaling specifically through the BLT1 receptor (Fig. 6E). Western blot analysis of Dll4 and Notch intracellular domain (NICD) corroborated the luciferase assay results (fig. S13A). PCR measurements of Notch target genes EFN B2, Hes1, and Hey1 were also consistent with the reporter assay findings (Fig. 6, F to H). Because Notch signaling is strongly associated with the endothelial stalk cell phenotype (19–23) and assessment of the nuclear localization of NICD is an established approach for determining the activation of Notch, NICD and filopodia histology of HLECs was evaluated. Both DAPT (an inhibitor of canonical Notch pathway) and LTB4 (200 nM) treatment resulted in increased filopodia and decreased nuclear-localized NICD, suggesting a down-regulation of Notch activity (fig. S13B). shLtb4r1- and Dll4-treated HLECs repealed the LTB4-mediated, Notch inhibition–associated tip cell phenotype and instead displayed a unified stalk cell shape with enhanced NICD nuclear localization (fig. S13B). These in vitro data collectively demonstrate that LTB4 promoted VEGFR3 at low concentrations (5 to 10 nM) and inhibited both VEGFR3 and Notch signaling at high concentrations (200 to 400 nM).

**Bimodal effects of LTB4 on lymphangiogenesis are regulated by VEGFR3 and Notch signaling**

We next investigated the role of VEGFR3 and Notch signaling in the bimodal effects of LTB4 on lymphangiogenesis and HLEC survival. At a concentration of 5 nM, which increased VEGFR3 expression and activation (Fig. 6, A and B), LTB4 promoted HLEC sprouting; blocking BLT1 with shLtb4r1 or blocking
VEGFR3 with the kinase inhibitor Maz51 neutralized its prolymphangiogenic effects (Fig. 7, A to D). At a concentration of 200 nM, which inhibited VEGFR3 expression and phosphorylation (Fig. 6, A and B), LTB₄ blocked HLEC sprouting; inhibiting BLT1 or adding VEGF-C neutralized its antilymphangiogenic effects (Fig. 7, A to D). Recombinant Dll4 rescued HLEC Notch signaling from 200 nM LTB₄ treatment (Fig. 6, E to J), but it did not completely restore HLEC sprouting, suggesting that LTB₄-mediated inhibition of VEGFR3 is likely a more important determinant of its antilymphangiogenic activity than its inhibition of the Notch pathway (Fig. 7, A to D). Because VEGFR3 and Notch are both essential for HLEC survival (18, 24), we next evaluated the role of each pathway on LTB₄-mediated cell prosurvival effects noted at lower LTB₄ concentrations as well as on LTB₄-mediated injury seen at higher concentrations. Inhibiting BLT1 (via shLtb4r1) or VEGFR3 (via Maz51) reversed the proliferative response induced by 5 nM LTB₄ (Fig. 7E). Dll4, VEGF-C, and shLtb4r1 prevented 200 nM LTB₄-induced HLEC apoptosis. These results suggest that LTB₄ regulates lymphangiogenesis and HLEC survival through differential regulation of VEGFR3 and Notch pathways.
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**Fig. 5.** Blocking LTB₄ during initial lymphangiogenesis period abrogates the therapeutic benefit of LTB₄ antagonism. (A to E) Serial tail volume measurements of conditions with LTB₄ antagonism before initial lymphangiogenesis period: Alox5⁻/⁻ mice (n = 25) (A), Ltb4r1⁻/⁻ mice (n = 10) (B), WT mice treated with shLtb4r1 lentivirus on day (−7) (shLtb4r1 pretx, n = 8) (C), and WT animals treated with bestatin started on day 0 (bestatin pretx, n = 6) (D) or with Ly293111 started on day 0 (Ly293111 pretx, n = 6) (E).

(F and G) Quantification of dermal thickness (F) and lymphatic area (G) in the day 24 tail skin for (A) to (E); n = 5.

(H) Quantitations of tail volume on postsurgical day 24 for various groups. Relative mRNA expression of key lymphangiogenic factors in the mouse tail skin harvested on day 24 were measured by qRT-PCR. Results were normalized to the saline-treated group. Green indicates an increased average fold change; red indicates a decreased fold change; n = 5. For (A) to (G), data are presented as means and SEM; for (H), data are presented in box-and-whiskers plots showing minimal to maximal values and all data points; comparisons with the saline-treated groups were made by Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for post hoc analyses.
Loss of Notch signaling in LECs abrogates the effectiveness of LTB₄ antagonism in experimental lymphedema

It has already been demonstrated that lymphatic-specific Vegfr3 mutations promote preclinical lymphedema generation (25), but LEC-specific Notch1 deficiency has not been previously investigated in lymphedema. Given the established important role of Notch signaling in lymphatic function (26–30), we generated Prox1-specific Notch1-deficient mice (Notch1伀LECKO) and evaluated whether blocking LTB₄ would be effective in reversing postsurgical lymphedema (fig. S14). Without surgery, Notch1伀LECKO mice had dilated lymphatics compared to WT littermates (Fig. 8A), as shown in previous studies (26, 27, 30). With lymphatic abrogation, Notch1伀LECKO mice developed lymphedema accompanied by hypersprouting and enlarged, dysfunctional lymphatic vessels that were unable to take up FITC-dextran (Fig. 8A). Blocking LTB₄ synthesis with bestatin did not result in an improvement in the lymphatic architecture or restore the drainage functionality in the Notch1伀LECKO mice as compared with WT mice (Fig. 8A). The lymphedema generated in Notch1伀LECKO mice was refractory to bestatin therapy (Fig. 8, B to D). Transcripts of Vegfr3 were decreased in the Notch1伀LECKO mice as compared with controls (Fig. 8E), confirming that VEGFR3 is a direct target of the Notch pathway (18). Blocking LTB₄ production increased expression of lymphangiogenic factors Vegfr3, Nrp2, and EFNB2 in the WT group but not in the transgenic mice (Fig. 8, E to G). We then profiled NICD and EphrinB2 (protein of EFNB2) expression in the lymphatics of the Notch1伀LECKO mice. NICD and EphrinB2 were decreased in the WT mice with lymphedema, indicating a defective Notch pathway associated with pathological changes in the lymphatics (fig. S15A). Immunofluorescence staining of these two proteins demonstrated weak intensity in the Notch1伀LECKO mice due to the Notch1 genetic deletion in the LEC. Bestatin did not restore NICD or EphrinB2 expression in Notch1伀LECKO mice, in contrast to the WT mice (fig. S15, A and B). Because lymphatic Notch pathway is essential to the integrity of functional vessels (26, 27), we next examined the mural smooth muscle coverage of collecting/precollecting lymphatics. Mural coverage of lymphatic vessels, illustrated by the α-smooth muscle actin staining, was not restored by bestatin therapy in Notch1伀LECKO mice as it was in WT mice (fig. S15, A and B). Bestatin limited tail skin inflammation but did not prevent the enhanced microvascular permeability of Notch1伀LECKO mice (fig. S16). Furthermore, treatment of DAPT along with bestatin abrogated the therapeutic benefit of bestatin in WT mice with lymphedema (fig. S17). Collectively, these in vivo findings demonstrate that Notch signaling in LEC is required for LTB₄ blockade to restore lymphatic health in acquired lymphedema.

DISCUSSION

Lymphedema is a common, serious, and progressive disease that lacks pharmacologic therapies. Ketoprofen is currently being evaluated clinically as a new therapy for this condition. However, given the
potential toxicities of this NSAID, in the current set of investigations, we sought to elucidate the therapeutic mechanism of action of ketoprofen, to identify a more narrowly targeted and safer treatment approach to lymphedema. Here, we first determined that the efficacy of ketoprofen is attributable to the blockade of LTβ4 biosynthesis and that more targeted LTβ4 antagonism was sufficient to effectively reverse edema and restore lymphatic function. Next, we discovered that LTβ4 has differential, concentration-dependent effects on lymphatic function and on signaling pathways relevant to lymphedema pathogenesis. LTβ4 concentrations were increased in both murine experimental and human clinical lymphedema, and at antilymphangiogenic concentrations, LTβ4 inhibited VEGFR3 and Notch signaling pathways in cultured HLECs. Furthermore, the efficacy of LTβ4 blockade in ameliorating lymphedema required activated lymphatic Notch signaling. These studies provide new biological insights and suggest a new approach for lymphedema treatment. Consequently, a clinical trial of bestatin (Ubenimex) for the treatment of secondary lymphedema was initiated in 2016 (NCT02700529; ULTRA Trial, Eiger BioPharmaceuticals).

Here, bestatin was as effective as ketoprofen and with significantly less adverse effects. In Japan, bestatin has a 35-year history of safety and high tolerability as a chemotherapy adjuvant for leukemia. Its choice as a therapeutic agent may also be favored through its more selective action against LTβ4 biosynthesis. By contrast, ketoprofen is a dual functional inhibitor of both the 5-LO and COX pathways. Blocking COX may have counterproductive effects in lymphedema treatment of cancer survivors because PGE2, a COX metabolite, actually promotes tumor lymphangiogenesis (31, 32). Accordingly, in our study, ibuprofen, which selectively blocks COX1/2, was ineffective for treating lymphedema; this result suggests that a 5-LO metabolite is responsible for ketoprofen’s therapeutic properties, and subsequent interrogation strongly implicates LTβ4 as the most important drug target. The failure of the two other anti-inflammatory agents, ibuprofen and montelukast, suggested that there was a specific role for LTβ4 in lymphedema pathogenesis beyond its role as a leukocyte attractant.

Our group recently reported that LTβ4 induces pulmonary artery endothelial cell apoptosis in a concentration-dependent manner with potential importance in the vascular remodeling observed in pulmonary arterial hypertension (13); blocking LTβ4 limited the number and activation of infiltrating macrophages, reduced endothelial injury, and reopened occluded vessels. Similarly, in the current study, bestatin limited macrophage inflammation and decreased tail microvascular permeability. Future studies will pursue how LTβ4 antagonism may alter the phenotype of
macrophages and better delineate CD68+ populations, which can include epidermal dendritic cells. Given that there has been no previous evaluation of LTB4 on the lymphatic circulation, we conducted a concentration-dependent study of LTB4 in several lymphangiogenesis assays. We discovered that LTB4 had both beneficial and harmful concentration-dependent effects on LECs. The effects of LTB4 on chemotaxis and cell growth are similarly concentration-dependent (33–36). LTB4 exerts its peak chemotactic effects on monocytes and neutrophils at the same concentration at which it promoted lymphangiogenesis in the current investigation (~10 nM), with a notable falloff in potency at lower and higher concentrations (33, 34). In atherosclerosis, LTB4 promotes smooth muscle cell chemotaxis at 10 to 100 nM, with reduced effects noted below 10 and above 100 nM (35). Likewise, LTB4 enhances proliferation of colon cancer cells at 10 to 100 nM but not at 0.1 or 1000 nM (36). Here, LTB4 at higher concentrations did not merely lose the prolymphangiogenic action observed at low concentrations but actually gained a deleterious antilymphangiogenic action. We speculate that an important function of LTB4 in the 10 nM range is to promote angiogenesis/lymphangiogenesis in the initial wound-healing period. The recruitment of angiogenic/lymphangiogenic macrophages is a key component of the wound repair response in this mouse tail model of lymphedema (37), and the absence of macrophages alone resulted in poor preclinical outcome; this may contribute to the poor early wound healing observed in bestatin-treated mice (18). We suggest that lymphedema develops when an ongoing invasion and accumulation of inflammatory cells generate an environment where concentrations of LTB4 progressively exceed the prolymphangiogenic range and assume a countervailing deleterious role. LTB4 not only has direct effects on the lymphatics and microvasculature but clearly promotes inflammation in the affected lymphatic bed; blocking LTB4 biosynthesis skews the immune response toward an anti-inflammatory response characterized by increased IL-10 production. However, our data suggest that the beneficial properties of LTB4 antagonism in treating lymphedema extend to actually restoring the lymphatic architecture and function. Because other anti-inflammatory agents, such as ibuprofen and a soluble form of the tumor necrosis factor–α receptor, also limit microvascular permeability without resolving lymphedema, it is unlikely that blocking inflammation alone is sufficient to reverse disease (4, 38, 39).

Knockout mice (Alox5−/− and Ltb4r1−/−) and WT animals pretreated with LTB4 antagonists were not protected from the development of lymphedema. Our data suggest that in the first few days after surgery, low concentrations of LTB4 are important in promoting early lymphatic repair, and thus, attempts to antagonize its action are biologically deleterious. However, when tissue LTB4 concentrations increase into the

---

**Fig. 8. Loss of Notch signaling in LECs abrogates effectiveness of LTB4 antagonism in experimental lymphedema.**

(A) Representative histology and fluorescence lymphangiography of mouse tails of the lymphatic endothelial cell-specific, Notch1-deficient (Notch1LECKO) mice after sham or lymphatic ablation surgery. Lymphatic dilation is indicated by yellow arrow. Lymphatics are marked by tdTomato and outlined with a white dashed line. FITC-dextran is shown in green. FITC-dextran not taken up by lymphatics is indicated by a white asterisk. White arrowheads point at vessel hypersprouting. Scale bars, 300 or 100 μm, as indicated; n = 5. (B) Day 24 tail volume measurements of Notch1LECKO mice subjected to lymphatic ablation surgery, treated with saline (n = 7) or bestatin (n = 7), compared with sham controls (n = 7). Quantification of dermal skin thickness (C) and lymphatic dilation (D) of WT or Notch1LECKO mice in (B); n = 5. (E to G) Relative whole-tail gene transcripts of Vegfr3 (E), NRP2 (F), and EFNB2 (G) of WT or Notch1LECKO mice in (B); n = 5. For (B), data are presented in box-and-whiskers plots showing minimal to maximal values and all data points; for (C) to (G), data are presented as means and SEM; Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for post hoc analyses.
LTB₄ exhibits a dose-dependent regulation of VEGFR3 in HLECs. In endothelial cell apoptosis, at least partially through its suppression of triggering signaling pathways that inhibit angiogenesis and induce lymphangiogenic potential of VEGF-C has been explored in various experiments. While antagonizing LTB₄ during the antilymphangiogenic phase, LTB₄ signaling, through receptor antagonism, restored VEGFR3 expression and normalized LEC sprouting and viability. Furthermore, in experimental lymphedema, blocking LTB₄ production with bestatin increased tissue VEGFR3 transcript and promoted physiological lymphatic repair.

The mechanisms through which LTB₄ regulates VEGFR3 signaling are still unknown. As shown in the current study, blocking LTB₄ during the prolymphangiogenic phase leads to reduction in Nrp1/2 transcripts [VEGF-C co-receptors that regulate VEGFR3 activation (17, 45, 46)], whereas antagonizing LTB₄ during the antilymphangiogenic phase results in increased Nrp1/2 transcripts. These data suggest that LTB₄ could potentially mediate VEGFR3 signaling through regulation of neuropilin. Additionally, 200 nM of LTB₄ is an agonist of peroxisome proliferator–activated receptor γ (PPARγ) (47–49), a nuclear receptor triggering signaling pathways that inhibit angiogenesis and induce endothelial cell apoptosis, at least partially through its suppression of VEGFR2 and VEGFR3 signaling (50). Therefore, it is plausible that at these toxic concentrations, LTB₄ inhibits VEGFR3 expression in LECs through modulation of PPARγ.

Although signaling via VEGF-C/VEGFR3 is perhaps the most central pathway for lymphangiogenesis, a defined role for Notch signaling in lymphatic growth has recently emerged (23, 26–30). Notch signaling directly induces VEGF3 by binding and transactivating the VEGF3 promoter and thereby promotes endothelial cell survival and morphological changes in response to VEGF-C (18). EphrinB2, a Notch target protein, induces the internalization of VEGFR3, thus promoting lymphangiogenesis and LEC growth (51), whereas Hey1 and Hes1 suppress VEGFR3 expression and restrain angiogenesis (22, 52). In blood vascular endothelial cells, Notch alters the balance of VEGFR2 and VEGFR3 to facilitate productive angiogenesis and participates in the cell fate determination steps (19–21, 23). Within LECs, Notch modulates VEGFR3 expression (18, 53), restrains lymphatic sprouting (23), suppresses cellular proliferation, and promotes LEC survival (26, 27). Notch also has been observed to participate in both developmental and postnatal lymphangiogenesis in vivo, wherein reduced Notch activity is associated with defective lymphatic valves (26, 27), immature gut–associated lymphoid tissue (28), decreased lymphatic density (sprouting and tip cell morphology) (30), compromised mural cell coverage (27), and reduced continuous regeneration of lacteals (small intestinal lymphatic capillaries) (29). Collectively, these findings indicate an essential role for Notch in developmental and postnatal generation and maintenance of lymphatic vascular structure; they also suggest a potential function of Notch in the reparative responses to lymphatic injury. We demonstrated that LTB₄, at pathological concentrations, inhibited HLEC Notch signaling in vitro. In lymphedema, decreased Notch activity was associated with elevated LTB₄ production. Pharmacologic blockade of LTB₄ production in mice normalized the tissue expression of NICD and EphrinB2. This mechanism is further supported by our observation that loss of Notch1 activity in Prox1-positive LECs in mice abrogated the effectiveness of LTB₄ antagonism. We documented reduced Vegfr3 transcripts in the Notch1LECKO mice. LTB₄ antagonism restored Vegfr3 expression in the WT lymphedema mice but not in the Notch1LECKO mice. These observations support the speculation that LTB₄ inhibits HLEC VEGFR3 expression through down-regulation of Notch signaling. Notch signaling also plays a fundamental role in cell fate determination (54, 55). However, in the current study, we were unable to determine whether high concentrations of LTB₄ alter the maintenance of lymphatic identity. Together, our study identifies a novel mechanism through which LTB₄ regulates LEC function, at least in part, by modulating Notch signaling and, thus, the concept that Notch pathway is required for the restoration of a normal lymphatic circulation through LTB₄ antagonism. Whether the VEGFR3 and Notch effects of LTB₄ are dependent or independent events will require further investigation.

Several limitations of the current study should be considered. The tail model of acquired lymphedema likely does not replicate all features of the acquired clinical disease because human pathology typically evolves after lymph node excision that accompanies the traumatic disruption of the vascular channels. The biological concepts elucidated here can be further investigated in alternate disease models, such as the mouse mastectomy model (44). Another potential limitation of this study is a possibly incomplete view of LTB₄ action in vivo, and it is certainly possible that some findings attributed to the blockade of LTB₄ may involve other pathways. For example, prolymphangiogenic PGE₂ biosynthesis is up-regulated after LTB₄ blockade, and this provides an additional explanation for disease resolution. Arguing against this possibility, however, is that PGE₂ also induces highly permeable lymphatics and blood vessels, findings not observed with LTB₄ blockade (56, 57). Our initial focus has been on the most well-understood actions of ke-troprofen in arachidonic acid metabolism, but the possibility remains that simultaneous blockade of 5-LO and COX1/2 pathways may also induce protective anti-inflammatory eicosanoids, such as lipoxin A₄ or the generation of regulatory T cells (58, 59). We documented that bestatin changed the cytokine profile in the Notch1LECKO differently as compared to the WT littermates. Because Notch is an important regulator of immune cell differentiation and activation and because Notch inhibition markedly affects T helper cell 1 (T₄₁), T₄₂, and T₄₁7 responses (60–63), it can be challenging to explain the differences between groups, and in vivo gene knockout studies can help delineate how Notch suppression specifically contributes to lymphedema-associated inflammation.

In summary, we reported a novel function for LTB₄ in the pathogenesis of lymphedema, documented that LTB₄ exhibited concentration-dependent effects on HLEC function and survival, and demonstrated that LTB₄ antagonism was an effective treatment in the murine tail model of acquired lymphedema. LTB₄ antagonism may thus represent a promising approach in a disease that is currently in need of medical therapies. There is a significant unmet medical need for pharmacologic interventions for this common, serious, and life-altering disease. Enhanced mechanistic insights into the ways in which unchecked inflammation contributes to lymphatic pathology should facilitate new therapeutic discoveries.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

The sample size of various animal experiments and human tests was determined using a power and sample size calculator (https://www.statisticalsolutions.net/psstZtest_calc.php) to power a study over 80% (β ≤ 0.20). Exclusion criteria were preestablished on the basis of the years of observation while optimizing the animal protocol. Briefly, mice were excluded for analysis if any of the following occurs after surgery: (i) self-inflicted mutilation or severe abrasion on the skin, (ii) severe infection, (iii) loss of blood supply in the tail, and (iv) failure to exceed a 10 to 15% growth in edema by day 3 if no drug was given for lymphedema mice. Animals were randomly allocated to experimental groups and processed using Excel random number generator. Histological analysis and tail volume measurements and quantification were done blindly. Primary data are in the Supplementary Materials (table S3).

Human samples

All studies were approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board (protocol #7781). Adult patients with a spectrum of acquired and primary lymphedema were assessed in this study, including those with upper and lower extremity edema, both related and unrelated to a cancer diagnosis. Healthy sex- and age-matched control samples were also used for experiments herein.

Animals

All animal studies were approved by the Administrative Panel on Laboratory Animal Care at Stanford University (APLAC 27376).

Surgical induction of experimental lymphatic vascular insufficiency

Acquired lymphedema was surgically induced in the tails of female C57BL/6 mice through the thermal ablation of lymphatic trunks (lymphatic surgery), using a protocol that has been previously developed and optimized (4, 10). Briefly, a full-thickness circumferential incision of the skin was made 16 mm distal to the base of the mouse tail under anesthesia. Lymphatic trunks were ablated through controlled, limited cautery application under a surgical microscope. For surgical controls (sham surgery and sham), the skin incision alone was performed without lymphatic cautery. All small-molecule drugs were administered through daily intraperitoneal injection. The dosing regimen for each individual drug was as follows: ketoprofen, 5 mg/kg; zileuton, 60 mg/kg; ibuprofen, 5 mg/kg; bestatin, 4 mg/kg; Ly293111, 1 mg/kg; montelukast, 20 mg/kg; and DAPT, 30 mg/kg.

Tail volume quantitation

Tail volume measurements at each designated time were quantified by observers blinded to the treatment status of the subjects. Tail volumes were calculated through a digital photographic technique preoperatively, and postoperatively (days 3, 9, 14, 20, and 24), using an Olympus D-520 Zoom digital camera at super high–quality resolution at a fixed distance from the subject (37 cm), as previously described (4, 10). Tail volumes were derived from the measurement of the tail diameter using the truncated cone approximation (64).

Analysis of lymphatic drainage

Lymphatic drainage was analyzed by fluorescence microlymphangiography. Briefly, FITC (0.5 mg/ml)–labeled dextran (molecular weight, 2,000,000; Sigma) was injected intradermally into the tip of the mouse tail at a constant pressure. Fluorescence images of the whole-mount samples were captured using Zeiss 710 confocal microscopy.

Determination of collecting lymphatic transportation function with NIR imaging system

Detailed procedures were described previously (11, 12). Briefly, the effective lymphatic transportation function was characterized using a NIR lymphatic imaging system integrated with a controlled pressure cuff to modulate lymph flow. The collecting lymphatic function was tracked throughout the procedure by imaging the transportation of a NIR tracer injected intradermally, IRDye 800CW NHS ester, at the tip of the mouse tail. A gradual clearance of the lymph flow within the proximal collecting lymphatic occurred when the pressure cuff was inflated (flow clearance phase). NIR labeled lymph flow could then travel beyond the surgical wound through the collecting lymphatic duct because the pressure cuff was sufficiently deflated (flow restoration phase). Trafficking ability of collecting lymphatics in the mouse tail was quantified as the rate of NIR fluorescence movement, calculated using customized algorithms written in MATLAB.

Assessment of lymphatic leakiness

Anesthetized adult mice were injected with a total of 50 μl of 1.0% Evans Blue under skin about 1 cm from the tip of the tail. Skin was gently removed to make windows for the lymphatics on the proximal and distal side of the ligation. Colored by dye, lymphatic vessels were located from the caudal vein and carefully dissected for imaging.

Statistics

GraphPad Prism version 5.0c was used for statistical analysis. Differences between two groups at a single time point were compared using Mann-Whitney test. For comparisons between multiple experimental groups at a single time point, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test for post hoc analyses were used. Pearson correlation test was used to calculate linear regression. All analyses were considered statistically significant at P < 0.05.
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Fig. S1. Mouse tail model of acquired lymphedema.
Fig. S2. Analysis of mouse tail edema and LTB4 and BLT1 expression after LTB4 antagonism.
Fig. S3. Bestatin treatment reduces inflammation.
Fig. S4. Macrophage depletion does not resolve mouse tail lymphedema.
Fig. S5. Bestatin treatment reduces microvascular permeability in mouse tail lymphedema.
Fig. S6. LTB4 inhibits in vivo and in vitro HLEC lymphangiogenesis.
Fig. S7. LTB4 (400 nM) damages HLEC junctions and reduces connexin mRNA transcript.
Fig. S8. 5-LO expression in neutrophils and macrophages is increased in human lymphedema.
Fig. S9. Increased LTB4 and decreased PGE2 signaling in mouse tail lymphedema.
Fig. S10. LTB4 antagonism before initial lymphangiogenesis period is not therapeutic.
Fig. S11. LTB4 exerts concentration-dependent effects on HLEC VEGFR2 signaling.
Fig. S12. Overexpressing 5-LO interferes lymphatic drainage and promotes microvascular leakage in mouse tail.
Fig. S13. LTB4 (200 nM) inhibits Notch signaling in HLECs.
Fig. S14. Confirmation of the generation of Prox1-specific, Notch1-deficient (Notch1LECKO) mice.
Fig. S15. Bestatin does not rescue Notch signaling or limit lymphatic dilatation in Notch1LECKO mice.
Fig. S16. Effects of bestatin on inflammation and microvascular permeability in Notch1LECKO mice.
Fig. S17. Bestatin does not rescue tail lymphedema in mice treated with DAPT.
Table S1. Demographics of healthy controls and lymphedema patients—LTB4 and PGE2 analysis.
Table S2. Summary of lymphangiogenesis and angiogenesis microarray results.
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